ABSTRACT
User may specify simple properties, features or categories. The structures of the lexical entries are also defined at the beginning. The syntax of these declarations can be seen in Figure  3 .
All properties of constituents may be referred in a uniform manner using their values straight.
The system automatically takes into account the computational details associated to property types. For example, the system is automatically tuned to notice the inheritance of properties in their hierarchies.
Extensive support to multidimensional analysis has been one of the central objectives in the design of the DPL-formalism.
Patterning can be done in multiple dimensions and the property set associated to constituents can easily be extended.
An example of a constituent structure and its property definitions is given in Figure 4 . The direction of a state (see Figure   2 .) selects the dependent candidate normally as L1 or R1.
A switch of state takes place by an assignment in the same way as linguistic properties are assigned.
As an example the node V? of Figure  2 is defined formally in Figure 8 .
More linguistically oriented argumentation of the DPL-formalism appears elsewhere (Nelimarkka, 1984a, and Nelimarkka, 1984b) .
THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE DPL-ENVIRONMENT
The architecture of the DPL-environment is described schematically in Figure 9 . In fact the alternatives are stored in the stacks and in the C-register as trees of alternants.
In the first version of the DPL-compiler the generation rules were intermixed with the compiler code.
The maintenance of the compiler grew harder when we experimented with new computational features. We parser facility lexicon maintenance information extraction system with graphic output Figure 9 . The architecture of the DPL-environment therefore started to develop a metacompiler in which compilation is defined by rules. At moment we are testing it and soon it will be in everyday use.
The amount of LISP-code has greatly reduced with the rule based approach, and we are now planning to install the DPL-environment into IBM PC.
Our parsers were aimed to be practical tools in real production applications. It was hence important to make the produced programs transferable.
As of now we have a rule-based translator which converts parsers between LISP dialects. The translator accepts currently INTERLISP, FranzLISP and Common Lisp.
Lexicon and its Maintenance
The environment has a special maintenance program for lexicons. The program uses video graphics to ease updating and it performs various checks to guarantee the consistency of the lexical entries. It also co-operates with the information extraction system to help the user in the selection of properties.
The Tracing Facility
The tracing facility is a convenient tool for grammar debugging. For example, in Figure I0 appears 
